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Interview

Master the art of interviews with expert tips and techniques with Michael Page Taiwan. Ace your next interview and land your ideal job with preparation.
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  Job interview confirmation email templates
 
 Received an invitation for a job interview? Here’s how to reply to the invitation by email, with examples and tips...
By Michael Page
2 min read
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  How to send an engaging follow-up email after your interview
 
 Here’s the right way to send an engaging follow-up email after your latest interview...
By Michael Page
6 min read
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  How to answer workplace culture job interview questions (sample ans...
 
 These questions go beyond the surface and aim to uncover your alignment with the organisation’s culture. It is not just ...
By Michael Page
6 min read
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  10 common behavioural job interview questions and sample answers
 
 Far from the traditional “strengths and weaknesses” inquiries during the interview process, these questions possess a ...
By Michael Page
6 min read
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  How to prepare for an exit interview
 
 Rather than use this interview as a time to complain, criticise or go on the attack, use it as an opportunity to provide...
By Michael Page
5 min read
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  13 questions to ask hiring managers during a job interview
 
 Separate yourself from other interview candidates and ask these questions to impress a prospective employer...
By Michael Page
5 min read
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  ‘Why are you suitable for this job?’ - Sample answers
 
 “Why are you suitable for this job?” is one of the most common interview questions out there. Expect to answer it (or ...
By Michael Page
3 min read
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  Aptitude tests: What to expect in an interview process
 
 Here’s everything you need to know if you get asked to take part in an aptitude test for an upcoming job tole...
By Michael Page
2 min read
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  'What interests you about this role?' Best answer examples
 
 We're sharing our expert advice on how to answer this common interview question like a pro, with some great answer ...
By Michael Page
4 min read
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  Explaining the reason for leaving your current job
 
 Fortunately, there are plenty of reasons for leaving a job that can be explained in a manner that paints you in a ...
By Michael Page
2 min read
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  ‘Why do you want this job’ - Best answer examples
 
 It might sound simple to answer, but it can be easy to slip up. It’s essential you effectively communicate why you are ...
By Michael Page
4 min read
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  How to prepare for a job interview
 
 Some ways to get you interview-ready...
By Michael Page
6 min read
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  15 ways to prepare and succeed at virtual job interviews
 
 In light of COVID-19 and social distancing, video interviews will be the new norm for job seekers. Here's a ...
By Michael Page
6 min read
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  How to perform well in a Skype interview
 
 While a Skype interview is more convenient than going into an office – and can come to the rescue if you’re interviewing...
By Michael Page
1 min read
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  13 common job interview questions and sample answers
 
 Getting ready to interview for a new job? These common job interview questions will help ensure you’re adequately ...
By Michael Page
1 min read
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  How to answer competency based interview questions
 

Competency based interviews are becoming increasingly popular as a way to predict a candidate’s future performance. ...
By Michael Page
2 min read
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  What to expect in your second interview
 
 If you’ve got through to a second round of interviews, you might be wonder-ing what’s in store. Here are examples of ...
By Michael Page
2 min read
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  How to build rapport during your interview
 
 Here are some top tips on how to have a successful interview through building rapport and leaving a good impression...
By Michael Page
5 min read
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  The 3 'P's of interview success
 
 While there are an infinite number of questions you could be asked at an interview, 90 per cent of what you will be ...
By Michael Page
4 min read
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  5 interview mistakes you should never make
 
 If you have ever left a job interview thinking, ‘I could have answered that question better’ then you should know that ...
By Paul Cooper
3 min read
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  4 questions that will impress in a job interview
 
 If you want to be a memorable candidate for a role, you will likely need to ask some 'wow'-inducing questions during the...
By Michael Page
2 min read
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  Maximising success at every stage of the interview process
 
 Going through an interview may be a nerve-wracking experience, but here’s how you can come to the meeting prepared and ...
By Anthony Thompson
4 min read
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  Tell me about yourself: How to answer one of the most dreaded inter...
 
 Most job interviews open with the question “tell me about yourself”. Here is why your answer to the question is often a ...
By Michael Page
3 min read
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  Top 5 soft skills to demonstrate at an interview
 
 With many candidates of a similar calibre often chasing the one job, demonstrating soft skills to potential employers ...
By Michael Page
2 min read
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Join over 60,000 readers!
Get a free weekly update via email here and help kick start your career.
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